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Abstract: The 3-phase DAB is examined in regards to the current times, the output power, and soft 
switching region, such as the impact of zero-current switching capacitors. This paper offers an analysis of 
the three-phase dual active bridge (DAB) topology utilized as high-power-density electricity-electricity 
ripper tools for railway applications. A prototype using the specifications acquired in the application 
continues to be built, yielding efficiency in a nominal output power 80kW. In addition, two measures are 
suggested to attain soft-switching within the entire operating range, being auxiliary inductors along with 
a straightforward switching strategy known as the burst mode. Optimal component values are calculated 
to reduce losses within the complete operating range and also to assess which measure is most effective. 
Keywords: DC–DC Power Conversion; Power Electronics; Power Supplies; Rail Transportation 
Electronics; 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, many auxiliary systems can be found 
on rail vehicles. To be able to provide energy to 
those auxiliary systems, an auxiliary power unit 
(APU) converts the current in the overhead line or 
perhaps a third rail towards the needed amounts of 
supply voltages. The entire auxiliary power 
demand is usually in the plethora of many kilowatts 
up to and including couple of countless kilowatts. 
For safety reasons, galvanic isolation between your 
input and also the creation of the APU is needed. In 
conventional APUs, the galvanic isolation is 
frequently recognized with low-frequency 
transformers. The majority of the light rail 
transport systems are utilizing an electricity 
electrification system with common nominal 
voltages of 600 or 750V. This paper concentrates 
on the style of a remote electricity-electricity ripper 
tools for railway applications [1]. The needs for 
that investigated electricity-electricity ripper tools 
are presented. By putting the isolated electricity-
electricity ripper tools between your input filter and 
also the three-phase inverter, the bulky low-
frequency transformer could be overlooked. 
However, because of issues with the leakage 
inductance from the transformer and, consequently, 
reverse recovery losses from the output diodes, the 
utmost switching frequency is restricted. To resolve 
this issue, several solutions were presented, 
including active clamps and/or auxiliary circuits. 
Resonant ripper tools topologies offer options for 
ZVS or ZCS, enabling high efficiencies and power 
densities [2]. The series resonant or LLC ripper 
tools supplies a load independent operating point 
with unity current gain in a switching frequency 
close to the resonance frequency. However, this 
load independent operating point sheds once the 
input and/or output current changes, and switching 
frequency control is essential to manage the output 
current. Therefore, a lift ripper tools may be used to 
regulate the input current to assure operation within 
the load independent operating point. In 
comparison to the traditional full bridge topology, 
the output inductor is used in the ac side, and it is 
in series using the leakage inductance. 
Consequently, the power within the leakage 
inductance is used in the burden without causing 
reverse recovery losses within the output diodes. 
The 3-phase DAB has lower turn-off currents 
within the switches minimizing rms currents per 
phase. Also, the Veterans administration ratings for 
that input and output filters are considerably lower 
and may even visit zero because of the three-phase 
characteristics. Aside from the lower Veterans 
administration ratings, the effective ripple 
frequency from the filter currents is three occasions 
greater, allowing to make use of smaller sized 
filters. When compared to single-phase DAB, the 
currents with the transformer windings tend to be 
more sinusoidal, leading to reduced high frequency 
losses within the transformers. Both single-phase 
and three-phase DAB topologies are afflicted by a 
restricted soft-switching range in situation the input 
current and also the reflected output current isn’t 
equal. For that single-phase DAB, there are 
switching strategies or modulation schemes for 
growing the soft-switching range. The 3-phase 
DAB doesn't possess these beneficial switching 
options [3]. The phase shift position f between your 
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bridges current may be the only control variable 
because the symmetrical qualities from the three-
phase system need to be maintained. 
 
Fig.1.Proposed framework 
II. PROPOSED CONVERTER 
The 3-phase DAB includes two three-phase bridges 
along with a 3-phase transformer connected in Y-
Y. The bridges are operated in six-step mode in a 
constant frequency. By making use of a phase shift 
between your input and output bridge, the ability 
flow could be controlled. The transformer leakage 
inductances are utilized as current transfer elements 
and, therefore, not regarded as parasitic. To 
evaluate the soft-switching region, the present of 
phase A is determined for that first six times. The 
magnetizing inductance Lm from the transformer is 
neglected within the analysis. The transformer’s 
leakage inductance is indicated with Ls and also 
the input and output current is understood to be 
Mire and Vo, correspondingly. Minimizing the 
switching losses is paramount to attain a higher 
switching frequency [4]. The turn-on losses have 
primary interest because excessive losses within 
the switch and also the ant parallel diode can arise 
once the antiparallel diodes go through the reverse 
process of recovery. ZVS capacitors, or snubbed 
capacitors, are utilized to reduce turn-off losses. 
They are connected in parallel towards the switches 
and supplement the output capacitance. However, 
to research the outcome from the ZVS capacitors 
and approximate the soft-switching region, the 
presented current based technique is sufficient. The 
soft-switching region may also be presented 
because the minimum output power in comparison 
to the input current. Auxiliary power converters for 
railway applications have so that you can operate 
from no-load to full-load conditions within the 
whole input current range. Therefore, two 
techniques to extend the soft-switching operation 
from the ripper tools happen to be investigated. 
Auxiliary Inductors: The very first method is 
dependent on adding reactive currents to 
completely charge or discharge the ZVS capacitors 
throughout the switching transient. The reactive 
currents are injected with three star-connected 
auxiliary inductors per bridge. The height current, 
injected through the auxiliary inductors throughout 
the switching transient, is calculated in the current 
waveforms. Burst Mode: The 2nd method doesn't 
use any other components but uses straightforward 
switching strategy. Once the needed output power 
Po is gloomier compared to minimum load for soft 
switching, the ripper tools switches from 
continuous mode to burst mode. Within the burst 
mode, the ripper tools operate by having an output 
power Pb sufficient to allow soft-switching. 
III. METHODOLOGY 
A prototype was created and built based on the 
specifications. Within this situation, the reflected 
output current is equivalent to the nominal input 
current, producing a good soft-switching region in 
the nominal input current. The switches within the 
input and output bridge are implemented with 
three-phase IGBT modules from Semikron type. 
Optimal values happen to be calculated for that 
leakage inductance Ls , ZVS capacitors Cs and also 
the auxiliary inductor La. The losses are calculated 
at maximum output control of the whole achievable 
component value range while operating at Mire = 
500, 750, and 900V, since the full input current 
range. A number of measurements were performed 
to get the IGBT turn-off losses with various ZVS 
capacitors, turn-off voltages, and switch-off 
currents [5]. Waveforms from the switch current 
and current are presented within the experimental 
results section. The measured turn-off losses are 
interpolated by having an exponential curve for 
every turn-off current. The prototype is made using 
the presented optimal values. The needed leakage 
inductance from the transformer is recognized by 
connecting a custom-made inductor in series using 
the primary winding from the transformer. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
Comprising a mix of the burst mode and auxiliary 
inductors, optimal component values are calculated 
to reduce the losses. Subsequently, the soft-
switching region is examined, such as the 
aftereffect of ZVS capacitors. In addition, two 
methods are given to extend the soft-switching 
region: auxiliary inductors along with a burst-mode 
switching strategy. The 3-phase DAB topology 
continues to be selected for application within the 
APU due to the preferred qualities concerning 
buck-boost operation, low device stress, small 
filters, high transformer utilization and occasional-
switching losses. Because of case study, it's 
discovered that auxiliary inductors aren't necessary 
by using the burst mode. Experimental results show 
good agreement of measured waveforms using the 
idealized model. The burst mode turns out to be 
helpful to increase the operating range inside a 
soft-switching manner. Operation during burst 
mode shows slightly lower efficiencies when 
compared with continuous operation. In addition, 
efficiencies from the burst and continuous mode 
having a measured efficiency of 95.6% at 
maximum output power at nominal the weather is 
presented. Also, using ZVS capacitors shows about 
40% decrease in the entire loss, enabling an output 
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power above nominal but still preserving a great 
efficiency. The prototype was tested completely 
within the entire operating range, including 
operation within the burst mode by having an input 
current of 500 and 900V. 
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